LANDSCAPE GARDENER

Our Company:
Greengloves has been in business in the area since 1997, working in some of the finest residential and estate gardens in the Adirondacks. Our focus is primarily organic, working with natural and biological practices to manage whole landscapes as well as vegetable gardens, perennial and annual flower gardens, container plantings, fruit production, naturalization, and native landscape restoration.

Job Description:
Seasonal garden and property maintenance position, working with a crew to create and grow a variety of gardens and landscapes.

Prior gardening experience is not required. Gardening knowledge and techniques will be taught during employment. Employee is expected to gain proficiency in the completion of job duties during the course of employment.

Employee will be required to use various tools and equipment, including pruners, rakes, shovels, leaf blowers and vacuums, rototillers, lawn mowers, edgers, trimmers, and garden and lawn tractors.

The job is very physical in nature, requiring lifting, carrying, kneeling, bending, and extensive physical activity.

All work is performed outdoors, in a range of weather conditions, and during bug season.

Employee will be required to maintain a professional appearance and demeanor during performance of duties and while interacting with customers and staff.

Flexible scheduling is possible, with full and part time and partial season work available.

Qualifications:
Enjoy working outdoors.
 Desire and ability to learn.
 Detail oriented.
 Own transportation required.
 Able to lift 50 pounds.

Personal Equipment:
Employer will provide personal tools, including pruner, weeder, trowel, hand rake and kneeling cushion. Employees will be responsible for returning tools at the end of the season.

Personal safety and comfort equipment provided by employer will include rain suit, ear protection, gloves, and a bug shirt. These tools may be retained by the employee at the end of the employment term.